
BERLIN: German police yesterday arrested three sus-
pects and raided properties over a spectacular heist a
year ago in which more than a dozen diamond-encrust-
ed items were snatched from a state museum in
Dresden. Investigators were searching 18 properties in
Berlin, including 10 apartments as well as garages and
vehicles, in connection with what local media had
dubbed one of the biggest art heists in modern history.

The main target of the probe was the so-called
“Remmo clan”, a family of Arab origin notorious for ties
to organized crime whose members were in February
convicted in another high-profile museum break-in in
central Berlin.  Prosecutors did not name the three
detained, but said they are German citizens. They added
however that they were hunting another two suspects of
the Remmo family, Abdul Majed Remmo and
Mohammed Remmo, both 21, over the Dresden heist.

All five are accused of “serious gang robbery and
two counts of arson,” said Dresden prosecutors.

The robbers had launched their brazen raid on the
Green Vault museum in Dresden’s Royal Palace on
November 25, 2019. Having initiated a partial power cut
and broken in through a window, they had snatched
priceless 18th-century jewelry from the collection of
the Saxon ruler August the Strong.

Items stolen included a sword whose hilt is encrust-
ed with nine large and 770 smaller diamonds, and a
shoulderpiece which contains the famous 49-carat
Dresden white diamond, Dresden’s Royal Palace had
said. The director of Dresden’s state art collection,
Marion Ackermann, had refused to put a value on the
stolen items, calling them “priceless”. 

Tuesday’s raids in the investigation codenamed
“Epaulette” after the glittering shoulderpiece were
“focused on the search for the stolen art treasures and
possible evidence, such as data storage media, clothing
and tools,” police and prosecutors said in a statement.

Experts have warned that the chances of recovering
the haul are slim, with the precious stones likely re-cut
in the year that has lapsed since the crime.

100-kg gold coin 
Dramatic CCTV footage released at the time

showed one of the robbers breaking into a display case
with an axe. Bild daily said the robbers first drove off

with the loot in an Audi before abandoning and setting
fire to the vehicle. They then reportedly climbed into a
Mercedes that they had been painted over in taxi col-
ors, using it in their getaway race back to Berlin. Police
hunting for the suspects had launched several appeals,
offering up to half a million euros reward for informa-
tion leading to their arrests.

Yesterday, around 1,600 officers were deployed in
the raids and arrests, with special reinforcements called
in from across the country to help.

The Remmos had been implicated in another high-
profile museum robbery in the heart of Berlin in which
a 100-kilogramme (220-pound) gold coin was stolen.
Two out of three of the suspects convicted in February
in that case belonged to the family. 

Police have found no trace of the Canadian coin
since the late-night heist in March 2017 from the Bode
Museum, located close to Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
Berlin apartment. The “Big Maple Leaf”, one of five

minted in 2007, is considered the world’s second-
largest gold coin after the one-ton Australian Kangaroo
issued in 2012. Investigators probing the Dresden
break-in had said they were examining links to the gold
coin robbery.

In recent years, so-called “clans” of primarily
Middle Eastern origin have become a particular focus
for police in Berlin. Investigators last year targeted the
Remmos with the seizure of 77 properties worth a total
of 9.3 million euros, charging that they were purchased
with the proceeds of various crimes, including a 2014
bank robbery.

In another huge heist this month, robbers hit a
German customs office, making off with 6.5 million
euros ($7.7 million) in cash. Investigators said they
drilled through a basement cellar through to the vault,
snatching bags of cash. Police have offered 100,000
euros in reward for information leading to the arrest
and/or conviction of the suspects. — AFP
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Three arrested over spectacular 
Dresden museum jewelry heist

1,600 officers deployed in the raids and arrests

DRESDEN: Police officers bring an arrested man into the building of the Higher Regional Court in Dresden, eastern
Germany, yesterday after raids of properties in connection with a spectacular heist on Green Vault museum in
Dresden’s Royal Palace on November 25, 2019. — AFP

News in brief

Morocco’s king warns Polisario 

RABAT: Morocco’s king warned Monday that his
country would react with the “greatest severity” to
any attack in Western Sahara, as the pro-indepen-
dence Polisario Front said conflict would continue
until Rabat ended its “occupation” of the disputed
territory. The United Nations said that both sides
had exchanged fire, and urged restraint. Moroccan
King Mohammed VI, speaking after a telephone
call with UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres,
said Rabat remained committed to a ceasefire. But
Morocco also “remains firmly determined to react,
with the greatest severity, and in self-defense,
against any threat to its security”, the king said,
quoted in an official statement. — AFP

Twitter CEO denies bias 

WASHINGTON: Twitter chief Jack Dorsey said in
remarks prepared for a Senate hearing that the
social network’s filtering during the US election
campaign was not a sign of bias, despite claims to
the contrary by conservatives. “In the lead up to
the 2020 elections, we made significant enhance-
ments to our policies to protect the integrity of the
election,” Dorsey said in his written remarks,
obtained by AFP. “We applied labels to add con-
text and limit the risk of harmful election misinfor-
mation spreading without important context
because the public told us they wanted us to take
these steps.” — AFP 

Nigeria protest response slammed

LONDON: Billionaire philanthropist Mo Ibrahim
on Monday hit out at the Nigerian government for a
crackdown on unarmed civilians at a protest against
a hated police unit, that spilled over into wider calls
for better governance. Human rights monitor
Amnesty International has said security forces shot
and killed 12 people during the protest in Nigeria’s
biggest city, Lagos, on October 20. But the military
last week denied shooting live rounds, insisting that
soldiers only fired blanks at the crowds who had
gathered in defiance of a curfew. —AFP

HK judicial ‘reform’ calls

HONG KONG: A senior Chinese official yesterday
backed calls to “reform” Hong Kong’s judiciary, in a
landmark speech signalling Beijing’s determination
to assert more control over the city’s independent
legal system. Semi-autonomous Hong Kong owes
much of its success to a transparent and interna-
tionally respected common law legal system that
stands in stark contrast with the opaque, party-
controlled courts in authoritarian China. —AFP

2,000 migrants cleared
from Paris camp amid
COVID fears
SAINT-DENIS, France: French police yesterday
cleared a migrant street camp outside the Stade de
France stadium north of Paris where around 2,000 peo-
ple, mainly Afghan and African, had been living in
cramped tents. Dozens of police were deployed to carry
out the operation, which took place in the midst of a
nationwide coronavirus lockdown. 

The occupants of the camp, which had mushroomed
in size in recent weeks, were taken by bus to COVID-19
testing centers.  Those who tested positive were to be
placed in isolation while those who tested negative were
to be taken to various shelters and sports halls around
the French capital. Paris is a key stop-off point on the
European migrant route, with tented camps repeatedly
sprouting up around the city only to be torn down by
the police a few months later. Over the past year,
migrants have decamped to the suburbs to try avoid
being moved on by the police.

During the first anti-COVID lockdown in March-
April, a smaller camp housing around 700 migrants was
cleared in the suburb of Aubervilliers, also close to the
Stade de France. “These camps are unacceptable,” Paris

police chief Didier Lallement told reporters, adding that
those migrants who were cleared to remain in France
would be given accommodation but that those without
bona fide asylum claims “were not destined to remain
on French soil”.

Many, mostly men, had travelled alone to Europe and
who had been living on the streets in Paris for months,
moving from one dismantled camp to another. The vast
majority were Afghan but some came from Sudan,
Ethiopia and Somalia.  Some 70 buses were laid on to
take them to 26 shelters.

‘Locked down outdoors’ 
The head of the Paris branch of the Medecins du

Monde NGO, Louis Barda, expressed concern for
migrants living in squalid camps “where respecting bar-
rier gestures is impossible”. “These people are being
locked down outdoors,” he said. The medical charity
Medecins sans Frontieres (Doctors without borders)
carried out a sample test last month on 800 migrants
living in different migrant centers in the Paris region
where it provides assistance. One in two — 50.5 per-
cent-tested positive for COVID in ten temporary shel-
ters, the survey showed.

MSF blamed the situation on overcrowding. Many of
the migrants who arrive in Paris see Britain as their final
destination. From Paris, thousands have travelled north
to the French port of Calais and attempted to stow away
on a truck heading across the Channel to England. A
small number attempt the crossing by boat. — AFP

Experimental 
mRNA vaccines 
come to fore 
WASHINGTON: The “messenger RNA” technology
used by the Pfizer and Moderna COVID-19 jabs works
by hacking into the machinery of human cells and turning
them into vaccine factories.

This platform has never received approval-but the
coronavirus pandemic might be its moment to shine. All
vaccines work by training the body to recognize certain
proteins, called “antigens,” that are made by disease-
causing viruses or bacteria-thus priming the immune sys-
tem to mount a response. Traditional vaccines, like those
for measles or the flu, do this by either injecting people
with small amounts of the virus, or by giving them weaker

“attenuated” forms of the virus. But according to Drew
Weissman, an immunologist at the University of
Pennsylvania responsible for a key safety breakthrough
in mRNA technology, “those take a lot of time to develop
and to optimize.”

It can take scientists months to develop vaccines
based on weakened viruses grown inside, for example,
chicken eggs. By contrast, this newer type of vaccine
relies on messenger RNA, molecules that play a vital role
in human biology, by putting DNA instructions into
action and guiding cells on how to make proteins. The
synthetic mRNA in both the Pfizer-BioNTech and
Moderna-NIH vaccines carry instructions for a surface
protein of SARS-CoV-2, called the “spike protein,” which
the virus uses to invade human cells.

The vaccines make human cells grow these proteins
so that they resemble the virus-which in turn elicits the
production of antibodies that will latch on to the real
virus and stop it from doing harm. With mRNA vaccines,
“the only thing you need is the sequence” of the antigen,
said Weissman, which can take just a few weeks to find

and construct. The technology was first developed in
1990, but it wasn’t until the mid-2000s that Weissman
and Katalin Kariko-now a senior vice president at
Germany’s BioNTech-found a way to modify synthetic
RNA to prevent it from triggering a dangerous inflamma-
tory response that was killing lab mice. There are certain
important differences between the two vaccines.
Moderna has announced that its vaccine can remain sta-
ble at standard refrigerator temperatures of 2-8 degrees
Celsius (36-46 degrees Fahrenheit) for 30 days. 

It can be kept in long-term storage at standard freez-
er temperatures of -20 degrees Celsius (-4 degrees
Fahrenheit) for up to six months. Pfizer’s vaccine, on the
other hand, needs to be stored in deep-freezer conditions
of -70 degrees Celsius (-94 degrees Fahrenheit), which
could complicate supply chain logistics, particularly in
less developed countries. On the downside, Moderna’s
vaccine has about three times more genetic material per
dose than its Pfizer counterpart, according to Zoltan Kis,
a research associate at Imperial College’s Future Vaccine
Manufacturing Hub. —AFP

PARIS: Migrants wait to be evacuated by French police at a makeshift camp set below the A1 highway in the north of
Paris’ popular suburb of Saint-Denis yesterday. — AFP

MOGADISHU: Fighting began yesterday in Mogadishu and
hundreds of residents have been wounded in the Madina
hospital. — AFP

6 dead after suicide 
bomber attacks 
Somali restaurant
MOGADISHU: Six people died yesterday in Somalia’s
capital Mogadishu when a suicide bomber blew himself
up in a restaurant near a police academy, a police
spokesman and a witness said.

It was unclear who was behind the attack. “A blast
occurred at a restaurant near School Policio (police
academy),” police spokesman Sadik Ali told reporters in
a WhatsApp message group shortly after the blast went
off. Later he told Reuters six people, including the per-
petrator, had died in the bombing.

A witness, shopkeeper Mohamed Ali, told Reuters
police opened fire after the blast went off. He said he
could see huge clouds of smoke rising above the restau-
rant and ambulances trying to reach the site, in the city’s
Hamar Jajab district near Mogadishu port. Another wit-
ness, Mohamud Ahmed, told Reuters heavy rain had sent
a lot of people into the restaurant to seek shelter. “As I
was sipping tea and looking down, (a) blast occurred.
From there I don’t know what happened,” he said. His
legs, hands and head had been hit by shrapnel from the
explosion, which he said had also given him concussion.
Al-Qaeda-allied Islamist group al Shabaab frequently
carries out bombings in Mogadishu and elsewhere in
Somalia as part of its campaign to topple the central
government. The group wants to establish its own rule in
the Horn of African country based on its own strict inter-
pretation of Islam’s sharia law. — Reuters

UN Assembly 
president assails 
Security Council
UNITED NATIONS: UN General Assembly presi-
dent Volkan Bozkir on Monday criticized the Security
Council, saying it was failing to respond to the world’s
biggest challenges due to “competing interests.”

“The council has, on many occasions, failed to carry
out its responsibility to maintain international peace
and security,” Bozkir, a Turkish diplomat, said at a
debate on reforming the body. “Competing interests
among its members and frequent use of the veto have
limited the Security Council’s effectiveness. Even in
some of the most urgent humanitarian crises, the coun-
cil could not provide a timely and adequate response.”
There has been growing criticism of the body, which
has not been reformed in decades, with France’s
President Emmanuel Macron saying in a recent inter-
view with Le Grand Continent that it “no longer pro-
duces useful solutions.”

Bozkir said reform of the Security Council was “an
unavoidable imperative-both challenging and essen-
tial.” Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the Security Council has held few meetings devoted to
the virus. It took more than three months to overcome
friction between the United States and China to pass a
resolution on July 1 calling for more international
cooperation and to support a call by the secretary-
general for a ceasefire in war-torn countries to help
fight the disease.—AFP

UN General Assembly president Volkan Bozkir. —AFP


